Hollywood 2D Digital Animation: The New Flash Production Revolution
Synopsis
Digital animation, particularly using Flash, is primed to take Hollywood/TV by storm in the Fall with two feature films and three television shows underway. This book describes why Flash is the future of broadcast animation. As the future of 2D animation, the knowledge provided to the reader by this book will be a necessity for animators, producers, and executives. Author, Sandro Corsaro, is currently working on a feature film, "Lil' Pimp", for Sony Pictures done 100% in Flash, and has worked on two animated films for Warner Bros, "The Iron Giant" and "Osmosis Jones". Corsaro provides rare insight for many budding animators stemming from his consulting and connections with numerous studio executives. The book explains Flash animation and shows its direct correlation to real-world scenarios that animators experience at studios including budgets, schedules, salaries, labor issues and production flow.
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Customer Reviews
Sandro Corsaro recently released his new book Hollywood 2D Digital Animation, H2D, which could best be described as going to the next level from his previous book The Flash Animator, TFA. In TFA the author’s point of view is creating traditional 2d animation for distribution on the Web. It is an overview of how to utilize Flash to create animation and publish that animation on the Internet. TFA has lots of good examples and sample files as well as interviews with successful Web 'toonists and has been regarded by many readers as an excellent learning resource.Corsaro’s new book H2D has a different point of view which is the application of Flash as a major part of a broadcast
production environment. He spends a lot of time in interviews and discussion talking about the
typical studio production pipeline and the pros and cons of Flash as a cost saving tool. There is an
interesting comparison between "Ink and Paint" applications and Flash. As well as pro’s and con’s
of scanning VS digital drawing. Corsaro and co-author Clifford Parrott also discuss character design
do’s and don’ts, optimizing Flash’s strengths, creating special effects, implementing camera moves,
and methods for going from Flash to broadcast. There is minor overlap between TFA and H2D but it
is minimal, mostly some of the same art work, otherwise H2D moves toward a different focus which
is Flash as a major tool in broadcast production. References to the WB, Cartoon Network and
Hanna Barbera as well as interviews with industry pros are scattered through out the book. A CD
with samples different from the CD that came with TFA is included. I personally enjoy Corsaro’s
writing style and I found both of his books easy to read and very informative. TFA is a better
introductory book for new Flash movie makers.
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